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"...a child-like wonder and a sense of humour...[help] to stay young in mind. The trick is to never stop asking questions and never stop

exploring, whether it be new places or new ideas...Nearly all the great discoveries made by mankind have come from exploiting a lucky

accident. But you stand no chance of encountering such an accident if your life is too neatly organised and routine-dominated...

And please don't fall for that propaganda about requiring advanced technical skills in order to be able to unravel the mysteries of the

universe. It is true that in some specialist fields they are essential, but it is amazing how much is sitting out there, just waiting to be

discovered, simply by using the naked eye."

Desmond Morris: The Naked Eye (2000).



Spelling note:

Morris was irritated by unorthodox spelling, of which this book has more than its share. For example, I some-times replace the digraph

(digraf) ph with f, to spell: physics as fysics. Or, gh with f, to spell: enough as enuf.
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A boy of solitary rural origins, I thought “student” another word for revolutionary, when, in 1968, the year of world-wide student protests,

myself short on qualifications and personality, a kind teacher urged us to apply early for a place at college.

I wanted to learn how scientific method might solve social problems, since it had been so successful in understanding the natural world. I

was no revolutionary but I was most definitely among the social reformers.

A first jolt, I received to this personal project, came over the radio, in new lodgings, when a member of the Royal Society said, for the

record, that he believed sociology was not a science.

A graduate engineer, who shared the lodgings, said I needn’t bother about that. The Royal Society was a backward institution that didn’t

even accept engineers are scientists.

I was to find that this divide between so-called pure science and applied science also could not be crossed on my sociology course. Tho,

its young lecturers did give me a good education in scientific method.

David Hume asserted an unbridgable divide between science and ethics. My tutor (who was a splendid teacher, in his way) urged, upon

me, the logical impossibility of a moral science.

The Kantian name for the social sciences, as the moral sciences, suggested otherwise.

Decades later, I met an Impossibility theorem purporting to prove that there is no fair electoral system. This was another not so impossible

impossibility.

An academic school does not understand that a paradox, of majority rule, is just that, and not a paradox of democracy.

The idol, of the sociology lecturers, was the scholar Max Weber. His method followed Humean dualism, that amounted to a deal with the

German state: We’ll keep out of politics, if you keep out of teaching. You leave us alone and we’ll leave you alone.

As a student, I was unable to assimilate the dry-as-dust Weber scholarship and the academic style in general. It would be tempting to

blame my academic student years for a barbaric style, that my literary friend Dorothy Cowlin took to task. (Echoes Of A Friend: Letters

from Dorothy Cowlin. Comment by Richard Lung.) Truth likes to speak plainly enough to be understood.

Also, I’ve not had time to catch-up from my late discovery of Pitirim Sorokin. So, two chapters mainly describe the academic atmosphere

when I was a student: Max Weber work ethic and my student mistakes; Pitirim Sorokin as The Invisible Man.

To top

HG Wells said values are facts. Wells, as a sociologist, was to be my personal contribution to the student protest years. Even so, it took

me into old age to learn how much more he was of a sociologist and a social reformer, than I had guessed, or is generally known.

The modern history of science is its evolution from philosophy into successive specialisms. Physics was called natural philosophy. Biology

broke loose from theology and is still religiously disputed, but its technical achievements make it indisputably another scientific success

story.

("Electoral" interpretations of chemistry and biology are in the chapter: A measure of evolution...)

In the nineteenth century, psychology was still the work of philosophers, like the utilitarians or a pragmatist like William James, or later

introspective geniuses like Sigmund Freud and Carl Gustav Jung. (A subsequent chapter, Sigmund Freud and CG Jung, discusses their

work, especially with a view to mental health thru a representative democracy of the many aspects of human personality. See also the

chapter: Conditioning and instinct.)

The slow progress of psychology as an experimental science has been greatly accelerated, in recent years, particularly by brain scan

technology. Psychology is now set for revolutionary advances, tho it may be called neural science or some such thing.

So much for the sciences, that observe physical bodies. The social sciences of human relationships have proved intractable. Economics

was once reckoned to be the specialism, first emerging as a human science. The successive theories of its great names have been more

like a series of false dawns, than the march of progress by the physicists.

Adam Smith may have been a credible founding father of his science, like Galileo. Despite their scientistic pretensions, of finding the

economic laws of motion of society, or a general theory of employment, Marx was not its Newton, nor Keynes its Einstein, as they

respectively aspired to be.



A reason why Adam Smith remains a more credible scientist than his great successors is his basic recognition of the fact of human

freedom, as in free trade, over statist puppet mastery. The strings attached were the toll tax. Nowadays, they are the value added tax,

whereby the government successively takes a (large) cut on every transaction.

Smith also had a more balanced view of human nature, than is generally recognised, bearing in mind The Theory Of The Moral Sentiments,

as well as The Wealth Of Nations. People are altruistic, as well as self-interested. Fairness, as well as freedom, matters in social and

economic life. (See the tiny sample of financial parasitism, documented in the chapter: Plutocracy and Bureaucracy or Democracy?)

Too many electoral reformers have forgotten the converse, that freedom mattes as much as fairness in voting method. (See, for instance,

the chapter: Strategic voting in party list systems, as well as my previous two books, on election method, in this series.)

Recent debate over economic inequality, led by Thomas Piketty, shows that there is little scientific consensus on its causes, or even its

magnitude and unfairness, and less agreement on any cures. But there definitely is unease over continuing instability of the global financial

system, and the threat of disastrous collapse.

The complexity of macroeconomics was no excuse for the fraudulent obscurantism of the dotcom bubble. Alarm was expressed against

ever more reckless financial instruments, whose total paper value dwarfed that of the real wealth of the whole community. This was in the

wake of the foolish lifting of the Glass-Steagall Act, separating the financial sector from the high street banks, to outlaw speculations on

peoples savings, that resulted in the Great Crash of 1929.

My life-time approach to economic justice has not been a recently revived proposal of confiscatory (or even compensatory) state

intervention, but constitutional economics, developed analgously to an effective version of political democracy.

I'm not a confiscator but a constitutionalist. Arbitrary state power over wealth distribution or Robin Hood justice is no more reasonable and

acceptable than arbitrary managerial power raiding corporate funds. Rather, I advocate direct democratic debate by economic parliament,

in expert second chambers to every level of political government, from representatively up-graded local chambers of commerce to UN

Economic Security Council.

To top



Parasitism in economics was made possible by an accompanying parasitism in politics. In his 1914 essay, The Disease Of Parliaments,

HG Wells spoke in these terms of the party organisations, which rig the rules of elections in their favor.

If politicians are incapable of “electoral honesty” in making the rules of the game, they are hardly capable of playing politics honestly either.

They have failed the crucial test of their credibility.

In 1916, in The Elements Of Social Reconstruction, Wells claimed it would take any reasonably intelligent person only an hours study to

realise there is one right election method of representation and any number of hopelessly wrong methods.

This may seem an unrealistic claim, but there is much truth in it. It does not seem so, because of the vested interest in wilful ignorance,

particularly of effective elections that give incumbents honest competition. There is none so blind as those that will not see.

Also, there are a great many people who have not learned to learn. Like every other skill, thinking only improves with practice. And it helps

to know how thinkers, of proven ability, have reached understanding. A certain amount of relevant study, such as Wells own scientific

training, remains a fairly rare endowment, in a society divided and ruled by The Two Cultures, exposed by CP Snow.

A study of election method is a knowledge how to run the engine of representative democracy. Wells was right. This is a limited problem

amenable to precise formulation and progressive solution by scientific method.

200 years ago, the French Enlightenment founders of election science knew there was such a thing as right and wrong voting method, and

disputed it amongst themselves.

150 years ago, the British philosophical radicals, led by John Stuart Mill knew it. 100 years ago, HG Wells knew it, and was one of its most

able advocates.

In the ensuing century of anti-democratic reaction, about fifty years ago, some “social choice theorists” joined the political reaction with an

academic reaction. A grandiose Impossibility theorem claimed: There is no fair electoral system.

The impossibility pronouncement was an academic veto on scientific progress in democracy, to legitimise the political veto on democratic

progress.

This anathema could be compared to a sanction or tabu, of religious, political and economic motivation, that affects the whole man of

thought, feeling and action.



Piterim Sorokin studied the long-term cycles of societies between religion and worldliness, or asceticism and hedonism. How does one

achieve liberation? Is it by freedom from the passions with self-control or free-running self-indulgence? Is it by self-release, as release

from oneself or release of oneself? Perhaps a bit of both?

Sorokin thought there were rare periods of social transition in which religious devotion combined with worldly values to give a culture its

ultimate artistic expression. He also thought it might be possible for mankind to sustain this glorious creative balance.

Sorokin predicted, with the historic trend towards materialism, that scientific prowess would decline, in the twentieth century. Later, he

admitted he was wrong. Natural science went marching on (indeed qualifying its materialist determinism). It still seems to do so, despite

some recent qualms expressed by Lee Smolin, in The Trouble With Physics.

Still, this cyclic turn to human fortunes is a great insight by Sorokin. Even science may degenerate with hedonistic decadence and social

parasitism. At first, the advance of natural science may be only indirectly affected, by wasteful diversion of resources from imaginative and

beneficial designs, into vanity projects, commercial seduction and deadly technologies of oppression and extinction.

Whereas the absence or downright denial of a science of political democracy and economic democracy represents fifty to a hundred years

failure of academic and political institutions. (See chapter: A functional theory of elections.)

The affinity between science and democracy is fairly well recognised. But not when it comes to electoral reform and research, as the

Establishment has made increasingly evident. (See, for instance, the chapter: A nations decline with the aversion to democracy.)

I developed the subject, Scientific Method Of Elections, title of my previous book in this Democracy Science series, a few years on from

my further education. (Three early chapters, here, offer a brief resumption of this topic.) My whole lifes thought turned out to be a sailing

against a gathering current of scepticism or nihilism, not merely denying but ignoring rightness in electoral method.

To top



My ideas matured, since leaving college, when only one proposal was on my mind, in answer to my original question: how may scientific

method solve social problems?

This answer was that, for effective government, an economic parliament stands in relation to the political parliament, as experience or

experiment stands in relation to theory, in scientific method. (See chapter: The second chamber of science. Also discussed in the

preceding two chapters on the Wakeham report and Lords reform; and elsewhere.)

My reformism was at odds with the scholarly detachment taught on the course. Even amongst practical thinkers, representative democracy

of the economy has become a marginalised idea.

Later, I realised that democratic politics in general could be translated into equivalent economic terms. I called this subject: Constitutional

Economics (which title is given its own chapter). And I used as a model or framework, the same measurement structure, with which I

determined the difference between good and bad election methods.

When I was thirty, turning out-door book racks, exposed a CS Lewis paper-back, The Four Loves, signifying varieties of special relations.

I had much in mind that there are four kinds of measurement, which underlie scientific election method.

The four-to-four correspondence seemed as naïve as it was obvious. But voting or wishing expresses love, in some sort. And if I could use

right political elections as a model for economic relations, I might do so for social relations. (This endeavor created another chapter: The

Four Loves...)

My political, economic and social theories were very much “moral sciences.” Right election method had become a precise scientific guide,

in effect, a specialist off-shoot of “electics” from ethics or moral philosophy.

While still in my twenties, it also dawned on me, that an “electoral” perspective was relevant to relativity theory, which demands

adaptability in choosing observational co-ordinates, so that the laws of nature still hold with complete generality.

In my twenties, I knew little relativity and less quantum theory, but it was obvious that choice was even more pivotal to the observational

dilemmas of the Uncertainty principle. For decades, I kept reading popular physics books, to get some insight into their theories and how

science works.

(“Electoral” interpretations of physics are to be found in later chapters, notably: Relativity Of Choice.)

Science is to electics, rather as theory is to method. But the method is moral, not merely a technical procedure without an imperative.

Scientific method is itself a democratic ethic, which, applied to the social sciences, makes for a democratic society.

(A chapter studies the relation of natural and social science: The moral sciences as the ethics of scientific method.)



Creating a specialist science, out of ethics, in terms of election method or electics, was not like the previous way, in which new sciences,

like psychology or economics or political science, were carved out of philosophy. “Electics” was not like one more of many sub-divisions to

philosophy. Science and ethics, as electics, are two sides of the same coin. If science was like looking at the moon, then electics was like

seeing the other side of the moon.

This intimate relation of knowledge and freedom is a dynamic by which one helps the other to progress. This investigative model can also

be conceived as a metaphysics of reality itself as a free universe.

(This is considered in the chapter, from which this book takes its title: Science is Ethics as "Electics.")

The next chapter, Getting Ideas..., is a brief survey of my lifes thought. The occasion was a commemoration of forty years private study,

after leaving further education. This book, like the former two, in the Democracy Science series, is based on my web-site of that name.

Some chapters barely differ from their originals. Others show more or less extensive revision. Altogether, the books bring in considerably

more material.

In the younger half of my life, it became apparent to me that every science specialty seems to have an “electoral” interpretation. Late in

composition, I had an idea that this might apply even to mathematics.
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